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The Realisation of Opportunity
Last newsletter I wrote of the creation of opportunity and the fact that at last we have
gained control of our production from the whims of the weather, and how we are striving
to be a "price maker" and so minimise the whims of the market.
To realise our opportunities, we are now setting in place the next stage of our strategy to
be the most profitable gate to plate producer of beef in Australia.

Management- We have now in place Divisional Managers - for Value Adding Systems
(Don Nicol), Resource Development (Geoff Wagstaff) and Station Operations (Bill
Zahnleiter), backed by Regional Superintendents and Operations Managers. With your
help AACo has the management capability to realise all our opportunities.
Our priorities are to:
• ensure the highest beef eating quality of our product given our environment by
perfecting pathways from birth to cooking.
• ensure maximum food safety of our products by implementing QA systems for cattle
(Cattlecare), feedlots (Feedlot QA) and stations (Landcare).
• create superior tropically adapted cattle genetics in volume to ensure self sufficiency
and to supply the tropical world.
• enhance the sustainability, quality and productivity of our land, cattle and people
resources via monitoring, training and selection.
At the same time, we must continue to lift productivity at minimum cost, ensure
continuity of supply of our products, differentiate our product in the marketplace and gain
scale to justify the procurement of complementary businesses.

The results are starting to show - The F96 financial results were the second best ever
despite the cattle market crash; the Goonoo Feedlot Award for "Environmental
Responsibility" as the best in this category in Australia; the quality of the current staff
recruitment brochure; the highest branding result AA Co has ever achieved; the entry into
the Boxed Beef market with Elders; the birth of our first composite "Beefex" cattle.
Congratulations on these results. We are starting to realise on our opportunities.

**********
With the recent transfer of responsibilities to Adelaide, we take the opportunity to
acknowledge the contribution of our former Brisbane Secretarial, Accounting and
Computing Staff.
In particular, we recognise Ross Harbison's eighteen years' service as Company
Secretary. In Accounts, thank you Dell Winter, Nicole Boudar, Alison Bentley and Sue
Russell (who replaced Jo Taylor when she resigned earlier this year). To Brenton Corbett,
former IS Manager, thank you also for your assistance this year.
J. L. P. Griffith
Managing Director
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John Griffith, Don Wild and Don Nicol
visited the United States in August. There
was a range of objectives for the trip.
These included to assess Brahman and
Santa Gertrudis genetics there, to visit
ranches cross-breeding and to develop
composite breeds like the Santa Cruz
(King Ranch, Texas) and the Hotlander
and Senepol breeds atR. A. Brown Ranch
in Throckmorton, Texas.
We also visited the Gardiner Angus
Ranch, Kansas, where 1,200 cows are
inseminated per year in 60 days 100
percent Al,(they don't have a stud bull on
the place), plus they have the largest
embryo transfer programme on any beef
ranch. Last year they transferred 64 7
embryos. Their AI is conducted in an
impressive yard set-up, similar to the
Meteor Downs AB Centre.
We finished at the Leachman Ranch in
Montana where we examined their use of
AI in large paddocks using temporary,
demountable yards, where the cowboys
ride 35 miles a day checking for cows in
heat and walking them to the nearest
portable yard where one inseminator
drives around twice a day. In this way, up
to 1,500 females are inseminated each
year with never less than 65 percent
conception per straw used.
John Griffith and Don Nicol also attended
the International Composite Cattle
Breeders' Alliance meeting, where Don
gave a talk on the company's crossbreeding programmes.
The photos overleaf might give some
appreciation of the trip. They include
" Monkey" , the foundation Santa
Gertrudis sire at King Ranch. Don Wild is
matched up with "Manso", the Nellore
l.c. Guzerat bull from Sartwelle Ranch
which was a foundation sire in the Hudgins
breeding programmes. The name Manso
lives on in the pedigree of many modemday Hudgins animals. "Manso" is Spanish
for docile or quiet.

Visiting Leachman Ranch, Montana.
From left: Don Nicol, Jim Leachman,
Don Wild, Lee Leachman and
John Griffith.
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Pardon the pun, but this year has literally flown by
as here we are well and truly into our second round
of mustering. The new structure of the Helicopter
Division is working well and from all reports all
stations have generally been able to obtain an
aircraft when they need one.
The year so far has also seen a few changes with
Darryl and Linda French becoming the proud parents
of their baby boy, Rory Thomas, born 13 May 1996.
Matthew Knight left in June hoping to score that
elusive job in Papua New Guinea, after being with
us for three years. We welcome our new pilot Herb
Thomson, his wife Toni and daughter Bonnie who
made the trek across the Plenty Highway from
Alice Springs.
New R22 Beta II -Glenn Finlay on Mt Macartney on Brighton Downs.
(Above and below): Continents apart, spectacular terrain.
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Jim Lillecrapp, since completing his Robinson
Helicopter Maintenance Course, now has all the
licence coverage we need to maintain all our aircraft.
He is to be commended on his speed and diligence
in obtaining this, as he had to fit all his study in
between his maintenance work.
Peter Cook, with wife Judy and son Shad, is looking
after the Wrotham Park work. With the
predominantly busy months ofthe mustering season
just getting into full swing with five helicopters on
line again, Peter is able to do a lot ofwork there with
no worry of much extra work away from home (and
his fishing holes).
The green thumb of the hangar is Glenn Finlay and
he has now taken over another role of gardener
extraordinaire in between flying, maintenance and
keeping our hangar looking shipshape. Our garden
was established a few years ago and credit goes to
employees past and present who have kept it looking
so neat and tidy.

Leachman 's Red Angus Red Top

Jim Lacy and David Lipscombe have been busy
with all the flying out at Brunette and as I seldom
need to hear from them (the way it should be, I hear
them say), they do what needs to be done with little
fuss or bother.
John Gray started with us just after Easter and has
been based at Headingly since then. John is originally
from Kilcoy and has made the transition to the
gidgee country well, with low hours when he started
with us but experience on the ground behind him,
he has fitted in well. He has survived his first Mount
Isa Rodeo in one piece, but he did get rolled in
another fashion though by the dreaded flu that
always seems to do its rounds at the same time.
As mentioned earlier, we now have five helicopters
mobile again, after VH-JNN has just had its 2,000
hourly and we are now looking for a busy and safe
run to the end of the year.

Demountable Yards used for insemination of cattle at Leachman 's in Montana.

We were all sad to see Ross Harbison leave the
company after giving it so much. We thank him for
all that he has done and wish him well for the future.
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Meteor Downs has had its best season
since being purchased by AACo six
years ago, although we are still behind
our yearly average rainfall. Winter
fodder crops are good but matured too
early owing to a much warmer winter.
Kelli Thomas from Roma has joined
us as ajillaroo; she is a lively member
of the team and keen to learn. Lynette
Dollard commenced as station cook
last month and is turning out some
super meals; this is not her only talent
as she is a capable horseman and a
"mean mechanic". Ben Newland is
transferring to Avon, all the best Ben,
hope your vehicle gets you there! Ed
Mort, a cadet, came down from
Brunette a couple ofmonths ago. Alison
is still doing a great job and has her
work cut out recording the stud calves'
birth dates. Tim has been having the
odd game of football and apart from
the pain on Monday morning, he enjoys
it. Len is still winning at the golf course
and we believe he is maybe a jockey at
Bauhinia Race meeting! Meanwhile
he has the garden blooming with spring
flowers - a sight to see. Gavin continues
as mechanic. Kerry Frame left the
company this month and he will be
sadly missed by Don and everyone at
Meteor. We wish him well in his new
venture.

To quote Hugh Price (Manager
Windy), "just another challenge",
when referring to difficult seasons, a
poor market and limited live export
and grain fed tum-off, others refer to
it as a clogged production pipeline.
Fortunately the "Drano" is starting to
work. South Galway, Brighton,
Corona and parts ofHeadingly have
received some benefit from rain, the
market has improved a little, stated
recently as 30 percent above the June
low shows how low it was in June!
Live export sales are starting to
eventuate but still quite a way to go to
clear the backlog.

"Monkey", the foundation Santa Gertrudis sire.

The growing out phase of our
operation is moving closer to a factory
situation. For some time, potential
feedlot cattle have been identified
and scheduled for a turnoff
programme and now it is time to
implement the same management to
the live export cattle. This will assist
in maintaining a steady flow to our
customers and ensuring production
and turnoff obstacles are minimised.

Don enjoyed his trip to USA with John
Griffith and Don Nicol. Although no
good news seems to be on the horizon
as regards meat prices, it was interesting
to look at the improvement or otherwise
in the traditional genetic base and to
get an insight into the new genetic
progress being made with composite
breeding. I think it would be a brave
man who could disagree with a quote
by one ofthe cattle breeders, "tradition
will be replaced by technology". This
will happen but must be done carefully
with a full understanding of our
environment and resources.

The August Senior Managers'
Meeting in Brisbane was most
beneficial, airing a number of issues
which had been on the simmer for
some time, the result being decisions
to effect new procedures which will
benefit both production and staff
alike. Of note was the steadfast
approach by all to profitability, that
further cost reduction is not the
answer, but rather increased
productivity.

An AI school was held in July
conducted by Ian Tucker (Vet). Ian is
a frequent visitor here and we
appreciate him sharing his knowledge
with the staff in many areas of animal
health.
We look forward to a wet summer and
improved cattle prices.

During this time frame, our strategy
for the year has changed a little in
taking some Brahman steers to
Goonoo but on the whole, all of our
Santa Gertrudis steers and heifers
suitable for grain feeding have been
moving towards Goonoo with the
Brahmans destined for live export.
In addition, some of the early Barkly
weaner steers transferred to
Dalgonally which had excess feed.
In the near future, we may also be
forced into external backgrounding
due to the lack of worthwhile spring
rain at Goonoo.

Don Wild and "Manso", the foundation sire for
J.D. Hudgins Brahmans.

Let's continue to screw down the
fine tuning knob and make it happen!
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Media advertising for the sale by tender of Windy will have occurred when this is read,
so obviously most of the team are keen to know the results of the process and the effects
it will have on them individually. In the meantime, Windy is enjoying an excellent spring
and we all have a farm to run.
Cattle now have good feed after a tight situation through most of the winter. 1,250 heifers
originally intended for the feedlot were joined to Angus bulls, and will be offered for sale
before the end of the year. Feedlot numbers are rapidly declining now after some of the
cattle reached 160 days on feed before delivery to Forbes.
NSW Agriculture will be all the better now, having attracted Ken Motley to their ranks
as a trainee agronomist. Ken should be able to shorten up the smokos and lengthen out
the hours. Michael Rush has taken up the challenge and joined us as Ken 's replacement.
Jason Teuma and Michael Croft competed in the Camp draft at the Quirindi Show in early
September, saying it was just practice for the next draft! We will look forward to it. Wheat
and barley crops are looking magnificent after 78mm in late August. We have the best
potential crop of the last five years, certainly the largest. Preparations are well in hand
for summer crops, with 1,800 hectares of sorghum and sunflowers to be sown by late
October.
Next time you're surfing on the internet, have a look at us on http://www.elders.com.au/
windy - we want your enquiries!

Windy Station Homestead
The Homestead Complex
Fecdlot Grain Storage
Cattle in the Feedlot
North From Windy Ridg~
The Liverpool Plain
Cultivating the Soil
Yarramanbah Creek
Harvesting Sudax Crop
East From Windy Ridge
The Historic Woolshed

The spacious and comfortable Windy Station homestead, set in beautiful gardens.

Windy as seen on the Internet.

Graham Fisher and Windy crops.
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The Royal Pines Resort on the Gold
Coast was the scene for Beefex 96.
Although fewer than in previous years,
there were many stalls and displays from
companies from all over Australia, with
new ideas, inventions and information.
The conference exposed all delegates to
big picture issues affecting our industry.
The current state of the market was given
plenty of attention, as were projections
for the future. Although conclusions were
not exactly optimistic, much of the focus
dealt with future threats faced by our
industry.
Grading and quality were emphasised in
much of the debate, as were access to
market information, improving genetics,
developing alliances and diversifying the
markets we supply. An interesting session
was devoted to assessing the growing
and permanent threat ofthe United States
to many of our existing markets. In this
session, grading, eating quality assurance,
and efficiency were identified as
paramount in all links in the distribution
channel from the paddock to the plate.
Opportunities were identified in Korea.
Mr Hee Young Kim, President of the
KOSCA Trade and Supply Corporation
( who own and operate 510 supermarkets
current
across Korea), quoted
consumption patterns in Korea and
projected that consumption is likely grow
from 6.2 kg per head in 1995 to 10 kg per
head by the year 2000.
A preference towards buying specific
cuts rather than quartered carcases was
identified. This is an area where the US
has a competitive advantage over
Australia at the moment, reaping the
benefits of improved market share in
Korea. Moreover, opportunities in the
Japanese food service sector (restaurant
trade) exist, currently growing at a greater
rate than its supermarket sector. Access
to this lucrative market sector would
produce tremendous returns to our
industry.
In summary, Beefex 96 represented a
great opportunity to listen to some of our
industry leaders and international visitors
express their opinions, thereby obtaining
a greater understanding of the global
environment faced by the Australian beef
industry. There are many opportunities
in the world beef market; it is up to us to
get out there and capture them.
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The Galgatha house hears the patter of
little feet. Sean, Prue and Georgia McGee
moved in after Tony and Heidi Inder left.
Mid-July heralded the arrival of Jessica
McGee. Congratulations and welcome to
the newest recruit.
We hear Tony and Heidi have settled in to
their respective new jobs, Tony on the
home farm and if anyone tunes into the
morning radio programme in the Hunter
Valley, Heidi will give all the local rural
news.
While feedlots have been closing all over
the country, we have been trying to shove
them through, thanks to the western and
northern bullock depots trucking them in.
Cattle have been feeding well with some
excellent weight gains. Just lately the
weather has been a bonus for feedlottingcool nights and warmer days.

mixed it with a bullock - got a trampling
and the bullock absconded with his watch!
The road from Adelong to Goonoo across
the river is changing every day - Stage 2
of the Irrigation is well underway. Fields
have been levelled and contractors have
the new pump station and pipes installed.
Actually, the cultivators will be in the
fields as this goes to print.
We have had a lot of visitors in the last
months, notably the Feres Group with a
busload of Mexican landholders and
businessmen who spent a most enjoyable
day here, unfortunately in the rain - but
that didn't seem to deter them. They were
very enthusiastic, asking a lot of questions
and were absolutely amazed at the girls
working in all aspects of the feedlot and
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station, especially Emma Watson driving
the loader in the commodity shed. Maybe
she is a pin up in Mexico now.
With Christmas on the horizon, we have
started a Christmas Club raffle, drawn
each week. The Christmas party is going
to be a humdinger! Socially, Goonoo has
been getting together at a staff barbecue at
the end of each month. Maybe this is not
the highlight of everybody's social
calendar but it does bring all the crews
together and has given the Directors a
chance to meet all the employees.
The Goonoo News Sheet is being produced
monthly- bits and pieces from the different
areas of the feedlot and station input from
all the crews ensure we all know the
goings on at Goonoo.

FEED LOTSPE[fAl

Cool nights have given the farmers a bit of
heartache with the likelihood of frosts on
wheat crops areal concern. Irrigated wheat
has had its last watering and looks good no estimates of yield but that is farmer
optimism.
Background cattle on the barley and oats
crops are doing well, some would say too
well, a little too heavy for feedlot
induction. Smithy's crew have had their
noses to the grind stone with
backgrounding cattle for the feedlot. Not
a lot of time for socializing, but by all
accounts they have had some entertaining
moments, they tell us. Dangerous Dan
Feedmill Team - Greg Walters, Berin McCoy, Mark McLennan, Emma Watson, Bill Hood, Roxanne Vass,
Tim Crocker, Warren Sander

STOP PRESS
Northern Territory's First Cattlecare Producer
Our quality assurance programme for our cattle which starts at conception on the
property has just been recognised by the successful external audit of the Brunette
Downs Cattlecare programme.
Prestigious Award for Environmental Safety
Our Goonoo F eedlot in Central Queensland has just won the prestigious Australian
Lot Feeders' Association Prize, sponsored by the International Animal Health
Company Pfizer, for "Environmental Responsibility" in the over 7,500 capacity
class.
Congratulations to all involved.
Walter Johnson, Elders' Shareholder, with
John Griffith and Ian Iker, Manager Goonoo
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I remember an old guy named Norm, who through the worst drought on record, kept
insisting "don't worry mate, it'll rain soon". And after 12 months or so, it did, and he let
everyone know he had predicted it would "rain soon". Without wishing to sound too much
like the old guy, we have been saying the market would turn around, and finally, after a
number of false starts (flattened by health scares in Britain, Europe and Japan), there are
definite signs of a sustainable firming of both demand and price.

As part of a training exercise at Goonoo
in September, cadets Pat Barry, Ed Mort
and Hamish Thomson linked up with
John Baker, Research and Development
Officer and Nick Schmidt Feedlot
Technical Assistant.

Japan- We have had quite a success with our Boxed Beef programme, with end users in
Japan asking for our product. The end user taking our Biloela Gold is also looking for more
volume so the brands are becoming established, with a demand factor starting to gain
momentum. John Griffith recently saw evidence of larger numbers to come from US
production through late December and January, so that may be our next hurdle. We
continue to offer Goonoo and Windy product to other regular customers on a forward
contract basis, though this method of"insurance" has not been effective due to the huge
losses suffered by Australian subsidiaries of Japanese trading houses.

They took part in a workshop to come up
with recommendations for critical data
collection and storage to assist
backgrounding and lotfeeding activities
at Goonoo as part of an overall Livestock
Management Information System.

Korea- Elders Meat and Livestock Trading shipped 400 tonnes of bone-in carcase beef
to Korea in the last tender. While this was supplied and processed in NSW, we are
investigating the possibility of doing both bone-in and boneless grass and grain fed
product to Korea from Central and North Queensland.
US- Demand and prices have firmed, particularly for good quality 85 and 90 percent CL
(chemical lean) product into their manufacturing market. There are two ways to measure
and express the "leanness" of boneless beef: "VL" or visual lean where, as the name
suggests, an estimate is done by eye, or chemical lean, which can be tested objectively.
Obviously, if a product is 85 percent CL, then 15 percent of it is fat, and so the higher the
CL rating, the less fat, and the more valuable the product. Coming from lean culled cows
and the better end of our culled bulls, this product is blended with fat from the US boning
rooms, together with cereal and soy bean extenders, to turn it into a hamburger patty
product. This allows US manufacturers to make good use of their excess fat, and blends
into a much better product for the end user. WIN-WIN situation.

Under the eye of Noel Haug, the group
sought advice from Managers and staff
at Goonoo during property inspections
and lively meetings at the Guest Quarters.
Goonoo staff discussed their needs for
day to day monitoring and planning as
well as quality assurance.
All participants were fortunate to have
addresses and advice from Marketing
Strategy members who were also meeting
at Goonoo, as well as from visiting
consultants in Nutrition and Farm
Management.

Domestic- Discussions continue with two Supermarket chains in the south for a regular
offtake of 60/70 day grain fed product from Goonoo.
Live Export- Indonesia continues to be slow, although with lighter import weights being
enforced, there is an expectation that numbers of very "short" fed cattle will decrease
quickly which may bring some opportunities.
Philippine customers continue to recognise the efficiency of AACo cattle which are in
strong demand. A shipment of 1,000 Santa cattle from Brunette Downs to Elisa Farms,
Mindanao, is an indication of the success of the "Australian bred and Philippine fed"
strategy AACo adopted as early as 1992.

Cadet Workshop Participants - From left:
Rob Backus, Phil Dew, Hamish Thomson (cadet),
Bill Zahnleiter, Ed Mort (cadet), Don Nicol,
John Baker (R & D Officer), Sean McGee,
Pat Baker (cadet), Noel Haug, John Doyle
(Consulting Nutritionist) and John Griffith.
Inset - Nick Schmidt, Feedlo t Technical Assistant
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The first round muster at Rocky flew by
this year. The new crew no sooner became
a team than the round was done.
We were off to a shaky start, with Karyn
fracturing a vertebra when she was thrown
from a horse, then Greg did his knee in
and decidedjackarooing wasn't for him!
All seems well in the camp now, however,
and horsemanship skills have just been
polished with expert instruction from
Graham Amos, all set to break in their
own colts and head off on the second
round muster.
The agistment heifers have been arriving
home from Conniston since Easter. Due
to some timely storms the river is full of
springs, so the Conniston people are
sending them home as the springs dry up.
The heifers are in excellent condition and
quite a few are calving to Charolais bulls.
Quite an unusual sight. The rest of the
breeders are hanging in there, with most
cattle still in good condition and should

get through until the wet. All the old timers tell us that if you don't get a cold winter, you
won't get a good wet. However, Jacqui Doyle assured me that they had freezing winters
in the time they were here, and it still didn't rain!! We have only had one day of winter
this year, so we will just have to wait and see.
Our stockcamp crew consists of Headstockman Angus Mitchell, Scot Fraser (back for
his second year), Karyn Loffler (also back for her second year) and new comers Kate,
Jacqui, Ann, Colleen and Chris. You will notice that we have mostly girls .... They say that
is because the blokes won't work! They may be right, as we could quite easily have had
an all-girl team.
All the old regulars are still here and Lisa and Ian Kelly have joined us as cook and
gardener. We had to do without either until Easter time. I was beginning to think we
would never find any staff at one stage but it was worth the wait.
Rocky has done well this year, with some nice wins at the Brunette Races and no
injuries!! (Well, some self inflicted!)
A few years ago, Rocky groomed the Belle of the Ball, I guess this year you could say
we bred the Belle of the Ball, as Chantal
was very excited to win that title. And of
course the Fat Cow trophy came home
again from the Tennant Show, as well as the
Matron cow trophy. Geoff said we cheated
because we put some nice fat little calves in
which took the judge's eye!!

The last rain recorded was on 8 August with a fall of21 mm, being the first fall since April
and luckily it did not do any damage to our standing feed. If anything, it put a green shoot
over the harder pebble stone country. To the west in the Burramurra area, it is dry but the
rest of the country and the cattle are looking quite good for this time of year.
The weather was beautiful for the Brunette Races. A couple of second places was all
Austral could manage but a good time was had by all. Mount Isa Rodeo has also passed,
with only a good dose of the 'flu brought home from there.

The Rockhampton Downs staff:- Back row: Lisa Kelly, Scott F1
Angus Mitchell, Ian Kelly, Christopher Holloway. In front: Jae

The second muster is well underway with
branding and tumoff all going well as
planned. We still have most of the old
faces in the stockcamp with Jeremy,
Patrick, Christian, Chantel, Nicole, and
Dave in control of the cook wagon. At the
station there have been a few changes with
Rusty doing the bores. He likes to see
everything overflowing, but not where
you drive. Wendy, his wife, is doing the
gardening and has the place looking good,
but has trouble with the poddy calf getting
in and pruning the roses.
All in all, it has been a fairly good year at
Austral without too many dramas.
Everybody is looking forward to a well
earned break at Christmas and only hope
we get rain to kill the bush fire problem
rather than the dry storms we may
encounter towards the end of the year.

Austral Downs racehorse "Comet" ridden by Sally Moxham at Brunette Races, 1996.
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The year has raced away with frightening speed. The late start to mustering
following the welcome March rain has ensured there is plenty to do and not
much time to spare. Everyone is working well together and should have all
the year's work completed according to plan.
We had a major change in the middle of the year with Steve Hagan taking up
the position of Manager at Avon Downs. After almost nine years at Brunette,
it was sad to see him leave but we all wish him the best in his new position.
Sam Graham has transferred to Brunette from Clonagh as Assistant Manager.
We welcome Sam and also Cathy. Ben Muirhead has taken up the position
as Headstockman at Avon Downs and Sally Moxham has also headed that
way. We were sorry to see them go as well. We know they will do a good job
there.
Heidi McMaster is returning from the USA to resume the position of
Overseer Bull Breeding Herd. Liz and Emma are keeping it running smoothly
until she returns. They are all responsible for the day to day activities in the
8,000 head herd.
Dave has once again cooked to perfection throughout the year. He as usual
kept smiling even when he was catering for 140 people as well as his normal
daily 25+ when the Variety Club passed
through one night recently. It was the best
Mexican night around.

Sam & Cath Graham outside The Rock Uniting Church
f ollowing their wedding on 7th September.

On the mechanical scene, the most talked about item
has been the proposed arrival of Ronnie's new grader.
Somebody claimed to have seen it several months ago
on the back ofa truck on the Barkly Highway. Somebody
else said there was no such thing. Yet another said it had
not even been made in America! The good news is that
it does exist and that it will be arriving at Brunette very
soon.
The nicest news of the year was Maxie heading to
Darwin to give his daughter away at her wedding. He
looked so flash in his dinner suit. He had a great time
with old mates he had not seen in ages, but reckons the
traffic is a bit thicker than out on the run.

~aser, Karen Loffler, Colleen Loughrey,
·qui Doyle, Kate Padgham, Ann Packer.

With all our cottages full, we have enjoyed
the arrival of a number of children - we now
have eleven. Let's hope this is a sign of
confidence families have in the benefits of
living in the non-city environs.

Well, we sure are glad the move from
Brunette to Avon is finally over. Although
the distance is only short, it seemed to take
us forever to organize ourselves.
We arrived with only two paddocks to go to
finish the fust round, both being trial herds.
One paddock with Red Angus X Charolais
bulls over Santa Gertrudus cows is producing
well muscled progeny with good weaning
weights, the other herd being Brangus bulls
over Santa Gertrudus cows producing calves
with excellent bone and muscling. We will
be comparing the daily weight gains of
these cross bred steers to the daily weight
gains of straight Santa Gertrudis steers.
With only two weeks remaining until the
start of our second round, the stockcamp is
being kept busy with plenty of maintenance
jobs, handling foals and shoeing the fresh
plant horses.
Since our arrival we have had a total of
16mm of rain, which has done more harm
than good to the little amount offeed we do
have left in some of the paddocks on the
Downs country, but fortunately it has
brought green pick up on the ridges .

From left:- Richard Cox, Steve Hagan, Angus Rains, Dan Peart, Morgan Lorimer, Brien Newham,
Simon Coady, Lloy d Smith-Wildey, Tracy Stewart and Emma Stewart, all ofBrunette Downs.

On the social scene, Mount Isa Rodeo was
attended by most of our staff with a good
time had by all.
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Kevin Hebblewhite breaking-in. Riding 'Handsome' and leading '1080 ' -Brighton Downs

Tim Milne, No 3 Bore, Brighton Downs '96.

Seasonal conditions have not changed for the better since the last newsletter. The season at
Headingly is light with the Carandotta end extremely dry and some paddocks completely
destocked. There have been a few light falls of rain through August and these have provided
a small amount of relief in some areas.
July saw the departure from Headingly of Clayton and Kate Paige after nineteen years with
AA Co, many of them on Headingly in positions ranging from Jackaroo to Manager.
Mike and Anne Keane and family moved from Avon Downs along with Jack Clarence as
Overseer, Annie Desailley as Governess, Dave Spratt as Mechanic and Danny Hall as
Gardener.
With the departure of Richard Tait, Dave Donohue has been promoted to Headstockman of
one camp. After a short stint next door, Norm and Wendy Potter have returned, Norm as
Borerunner and Wendy as Station Cook.
On the social scene, most of the crew ventured into Mount Isa for the Rodeo. No prize money
was collected but nearly everyone managed to catch the Rodeo 'flu. Each morning a head
count had to be taken to see how many of the crew were on deck.
Boulia Rodeo was cancelled so some had a wasted weekend in Mount Isa. The next outing
is the Dajarra Campdraft and Urandangi Sports.
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The brief winter finale struggles to
compete with heaters going on
maximum to warm chilled writing
hands while the next issue of the News
is bashed out from the Channels to the
Gulf. The brevity of winter '96 was
only exceeded by the short rainy season,
or as we gaze toward 1997, the long,
hot summer. Rain, or the lack of it,
until July, was lining up to be the driest
year since 1967. However, by the end
of July, our rainfall chart had another
67mm, with two lots of storms during
August to keep things looking good.
Most of the dams are full now so we are
in quite a strong position. Stock
numbers have dropped to 2,700 steers
at present, but revisions to intake will
soon remedy this over the coming
months.
Our low stock numbers have meant a
reduction in staff levels, and it was
pleasing to be able to keep staff within
the company. Andy Sullivan and Phil
"The Flasher" Watts were transferred
to Dalgonally at 'Isa Rodeo time. Shane
"Speedy" Bennett has been on the coast
for a while and is due back soon, which
only leaves Jason, Kevin and Tim left
to shoulder the workload. Haylei,
Jason's fiancee, has been doing the
cooking over the last three months,
and while it puts a smile on Jason's
face, we are having a struggle to keep
the kilos off. Mez Hay has come up
from the little state of Victoria, and
organises Kate in the school room. The
4WD ute Mez owns is very popular
when the lads are planning a trip to
town for a weekend of social
from
Coming
interaction.
for
change
big
a
was
Rockhampton
couple
a
for
out
came
who
Lahrs,
Paul
of months' work experience.
Social activities have been on a regular
basis, with numerous trips to Winton,
Longreach and 'Isa Rodeo. We fear
that the social events are in direct ratio
to the shrinking credits in the bank
deposits of some ofthese "socialisers".
All the best for a wet spring and a
happy festive season. By the time this
hits the stands, it'll be only a couple of
months and the big, fat, red fellow will
be cranking up his reindeer again, and
you'll have to nudge Billy Bankcard
into life. See ya ....... .
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blocking cattle every time he tries to push them
through a gateway. Reg has turned 18 and can now
have a beer in the Western Star without having to
avoid detection. We all wish Wayne Otto a happy
21 st next month.
We must have the only bore mechanic who fixes
windmills with his chaps on. He had a ride at the
rodeo and got spat out along with one of the other
jackaroos. We have just received our new station
sire. Let' s hope he has fun while he's here and has
plenty of quiet children.

Sam Rickertt cutting his cake

s~~

Clouds of dust and strong winds with accompanying
drops of rain were enough to scatter the 300 odd
participants in the Endeavour Rally enjoying the
barbecue lunch catered for by members of the
Cooper's Creek Protection Group. The group was formed a year ago to reject the
proposed irrigated cotton development at Currareva, just north ofWindorah.

Since the rain in late August and early
September, the horses have gained
condition and the cattle are looking good.
We will have the flashiest ringers in the
Channels with our new T-shirts to sport
with pride.

Seasons come and seasons go and many have passed in and out of South Galway's gates
with only three of the original camp left on the station to welcome all the newcomers, and
goodbye to all those who left. Recent staff movements were Dean Dixon transferred to
Headingly and Tom Elliott from Wrotham Park to take up the Headstockman ' s position.
New additions to the team are Oscar, Jason, Sean and Reg. Should be smooth travelling
soon with the arrival of grader driver Joe.

The dams are full, the Toyotas are bogged
and the wildflowers are in full bloom. So
we have fat cattle, fat horses and empty
saddles.

Ian and Gloria Smith from Goonoo headed south-west looking for clear skies and warm
days and were met by a freezing southerly change. Just as well Gloria added some last
minute woollies. Ian instructed the lads in the use of the space age Synovex guns and what
is the ideal beast for Goonoo.

We would like to welcome Tom Elliott,
our Headstockman, Sean Toohey and Joe
Anderson. While the men were mustering
Kyabra, a sheep came in with the steers and
we are now the proud owners of Alicia the
sheep.

During his visit Noel Haug, with a couple of reluctant followers, braved the frigid predawn elements to view the passing of the comet.
A combination of Charlie visiting, Jill and Bill home from school and Sam's twelfth
birthday, not to mention a warm change, was a good enough excuse to put a pig on the
spit for lunch. The splash of the day came with the staffs present of a beautifully iced
water filled balloon birthday cake. Sam's expression said it all!

Sean in the workshop has made some good
gear and has experienced mustering cattle
on a bike for the first time. Somebody has
gone mad with the clippers, and Sam is
thinking about opening Windorah' s first
barber shop. Wayne Otto has reported a
rogue budgie on South Galway which keeps

During the first week of September a very interesting and successful scientific workshop
was held in Windorah. Twenty-five environmental scientists from around Australia
presented papers and fifty more observers from various universities, environmental,
conservation and government bodies attended. As a result, a statement has been sent to
Government departments strongly opposing water harvesting or any intensive agriculture
in the Cooper catchment. With a compulsory due process still to be followed, a decision
is not expected this year.
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If you've been practising your communication skills since the last issue, you will have realised that it's a very important part of another
important issue - teamwork. Teams aren't just the Steelers, Opals or the Mean Machine. Why, even two people can be a team. But
if one person tries to be a solitary team, that's when they stuff up the game plan, or start talking to their shadow or something freaky
like that.

Well, you and the Boss can be a team. Picture this, it's just rained, for the first time in months, and He's elated. You are too, because
you thought you'd be able to finish making that new bridle, but no, you 're "going driving" with Him. Shovels loaded, fuelled up, you 're
both off to see where the rain fell. Wheels spinning, mud flying, on the road, off the road, you'd think you were in a Pajero TV
advertisement, but it's just teamwork. He's driving, you're hangin' on. Fording creeks, traversing swamps, finally bogged. More
teamwork now. He rips, roars and revs the Toyota, you push it. Finally, bogged to the chassis, He waits, you walk and bring back the
tractor!
But the Two-Man team doesn't finish there. When you both get back to the Station, He sends faxes to Head Office; you wash mud
off the vehicles.
You and the Boss can work up a bit of teamwork with the Mechanic too. After the Boss has bogged it, and you've cleaned it, you take
it to the workshop so he can grease it, change all the oils and repair those broken springs. That keeps everyone happy.
Not much teamwork involved in driving one of these computers, so I'm off to go for a drive, anyone want to come with me .. ?
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AACo News time again-time seems to fly
past at a rapid rate of knots. The mustering
is all going pretty much according to
schedule. The general condition of the
cattle is still good although the next month
or so will see a change. It won't be much
longer before we ' 11 all be looking skyward
and hopefully noticing some signs of early
rain. Some good early storms would finish
off a good year nicely.
There have been one or two changes to
staff. Tom Elliot transferred to South
Galway to take up the Headstockman's
position there. Congratulations Tom, and
we all wish you the best.
The Australian Brahman Breeders'
Association planned big celebrations
locally in mid-September, to mark 50 years
since the breed was introduced to Australia.
It was a very interesting couple of days.
Both camps enjoyed a few days with Ken
May who held a horsemanship school at
Gamboola. By all reports it was very
successful and educational though word
has it that he didn' t only teach horses how
to lead!!
Our resident Queen ofthe Outback Entrant,
Shelley Roberts, has had a huge year of
fund-raising and has done very well, more
than doubling her goal and having a great
time while she was doing it. The quest is
judged on 5 October, so the results will be
known by the time ofprinting, but whatever
the outcome, Shelley has done herself and
the RFDS proud with a huge effort under
very trying circumstances as she suffers
from cystic fibrosis. Shelley has also been
nominated as YoungAchieverofthe Year,
awarded in September and presented
officially at the Australia Day Award
Ceremony in January. She has been
nominated in the Community Service
Section. You deserve it, Shelley.

Mini school has been and gone with another
successful week enjoyed by all. Bob and
Kalyna were funded by PCAP and were
the highlight of the week by creating a
fantasy with the children which had to be
seen to be believed. We congratulate Miss
Sharyn for being nominated for the
National Excellence in Teaching Awards
and we await the judging for that as well.
Congratulations also to Catherine
Cockburn and Robyn McDonald, the two
cooks who are busy keeping the Cairns
School of Distance Education assured of a
long life. Both are expecting little bundles
of joy soon, Catherine in December and
Robyn in February. Definitely an exciting
few months coming up around here.
Congratulations also to Henry and
Bernadette on the news of their expected
new arrival as well. It must've been a good
wet!!
Kathy attended the Federal ICP A
Conference in Adelaide early in August.
By all accounts it was quite a successful
trip and a very cold one.

The season, so far, has not been very
bright so feed supply has been limited on
most of Maneroo. A couple of paddocks
were fortunate and we were able to make
300 bales of Mitchell/Flinders grass hay.
Reduced stock numbers have allowed
stock to meet their target weights and
maintain a ground cover, unlike some of
the neighbouring country just west of
Corona.
The Barnet family had some time in the
Northern Territory and also the
Kimberleys in mid-late July. Apart from
seeing the regular tourist drawcards such
as Ayers Rock, the Olgas and some of the
Kimberley gorges, we visited a number of
cattle stations including Rockhampton
Downs and Brunette. These visits made
me realise what assets AA Co has in terms
of country, cattle and staff. Sometimes we
sit and wonder whether we have really
achieved anything. From my observations
we have made great progress. With this in
mind and the commitment from staff, we
really are in a position to lead the field.
Maneroo was successful at the Hall of
Fame Bronco Branding in May, winning
the teams event. The team was made up of
Dan Dwyer, Steve Parker (Headstockman
on Rockhampton Downs some years ago),
Mark Sansom, Aaron Jones and Kris
Niotakis. This was an excellent effort as
there was some tough competition and
there had not been any time for practice.
Later on in the month there was more
success at the Longreach Campdraft with
ribbons being taken by Kris in the Junior
draft and Dan in the Open Cutout. Once
again competitors were most impressed
with the quality of the cattle supplied by
AACo.
Jane, Margarete and Tania seem to have
been competing with their vegetable
gardens; however, it appears Margarete is
maintaining production with the assistance
of shade houses and no children.

Top photo: Gordon Arnold Jnr with his
"catch of the day"

"The Greys" Wrotham Park Round-up - from left:Dick Hardy, Gordon Humberdross and
Ashley Todd from Wrotham Park
and Ken Furber from Einasleigh.
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A lot seems to have happened since last
putting pen to paper for the newsletter. We
have exchanged Dean and Kate Driscoll
for Sam Graham as Assistant Manager at
Clonagh. We wish Sam well back on his
old stomping grounds at Brunette, and also
in his new life with Cathy.We also welcome
Kate and Dean and hope they will find their
time at Clonagh rewarding, besides busy!
At Clonagh we also have a new family,
Georgina and Kevin Lilly with young
Christopher. New faces at Dalgonally are
Marty, Andy and Phil. Welcome all.

Winners Hall ofFame Bronco Branding - Dan Dwyer, Steve Parker (ex Headstockman Rockhampton
Downs), Aaron Jones, Mark Samson and Kris Niotakis

As usual, cattle have been moving in and
out at a constant rate. About 20,000 have
come in and 10,000 moved on again, mostly
to live export to the Philippines. Recently,
Goonoo has taken 2,300 which is good. We
also have quite a few heifers coming to us
this year so speying is on the work agenda.
1,500 have already been operated on and
another 2,800 are waiting in line. Somehow
we all managed to beat the particularly
debilitating 'flu virus around this year as
well.
The new weighbridge set up at Cockatoo
Yards has helped us keep a better tab on
cattle weight loss due to different modes
and distances of travel. An interesting
exercise! Even more interesting was the
so-called small job of installing this
monstrosity. "Brainstorming" included
ALL staff!

Corona Road Train carting Mitchell and Flinders grass hay.

In between the staff did manage a bit of "R
& R". Mount Isa Rodeo was enjoyed by all
and Clint came up trumps with a second in
the Station Saddle Bronc. The Campdraft
calendar is nearing its end with only Dajarra
left in September. Both Dean and Clint
enjoyed a good season of drafting and on
most occasions came home with round
money and an occasional placing. We are
all very proud of Dean's second place in
the Open Campdraft at Cloncurry. It was
also good to see all of the Dalgonally boys
getting involved with the action at Sedan
Dip Campdraft. Kiwi's ride will go down
in history as the most "original" round. We
thought we were back at the 'Isa Rodeo.
Dean and Kate would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of the people who
sent Kate flowers after her recent "mishap".
The get well wishes and thoughts were
most appreciated.

Dennis Scanlon, Tony Kellerman from Elanco and Tony Doyle at Regional Meeting
held at Wondoola in July.

;

We hope everyone is in good health and the
season is being kind to you.
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The year is going by in a blur at
Gregory. All the jobs put aside with
good intentions to be done between
rounds have been put back to do over
the wet, and the second round of
branding is well underway.
It has not all been dust and slavery
with most staff attending campdrafts
at Burketown, Three Ways, Mount
Isa and our local Draft at Gregory
where AACo supplied the drafting
stock. This local knowledge of the
cattle helped a little, with the Gregory
"A" Team getting second place in the
station teams' draft. At the other drafts
we all managed to get a run or two in
various finals with several 3rd, 4th
and 5th placings, but not enough
money came in to give up our jobs
with AACo yet.
Leeanne Imeson did well in
Burketown with 1st placing in the
Ladies' Progressive and Bare Back
draft and 3rd in the Maiden, so she
was at least able to pay her feed bill
last month.
The staffhave attended several training
courses. Daryl, Keith and Jason have
attended First Aid and think they can
just about do a heart transplant. Other
courses have been Personal
Development, Bull Selection and
Fertility, D.P.I. Headstockmen's
session at Canobie, Cattlecare and
QA in Cloncurry. The Horse Clinic at
Gregory with John Breckelman was
of great benefit to all and was very
enjoyable. Next month we have well
known farrier, Keith Swan, doing two
days with us. This will be a terrific
opportunity for those here who have
not been to him before, as Keith is
recognised Australia wide as one of
the best informed farriers around.
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John Cameron, Manager of Gregory Downs with wife Laura and John Griffith.

Winter in the north brings out the southern
visitors and revs up the horse sporting
competitions, rodeos and campdrafts.
We have enjoyed visits fromEd ' s parents,
Belinda's parents, past work colleagues
and friends and overseas visitors. We
celebrated Ben' s 21 st with Mississippi mud
cake, Margaritas, mad-mates and mindboggling music! !
The troops have attended and competed in
the Burke and Wills Camp Draft,
Normanton Camp Draft/Rodeo, the Saxby
Roundup, Sedan Dip Races/Campdraft and
Cloncurry Campdraft. Robbie won the
incentive trophy at the ' Curry Draft and
was placed in the open draft. He was also

placed at Saxby and Sedan Dip. John won
second prize in the Bullock Ride at Saxby,
the others had fun competing and keeping
up the social interaction!
We have hosted a two day first aid course
and Beef Selection Field Day, which were
successful and informative.
Fresh horses have been shod up ready for
the second round which is later than most
places because of the controlled mating
with the BBU programme here. The cattle
are all still in good condition and the cross
bred calves particularly the CBX are doing
very well. Steer turnoffs have been pretty
straightforward - 1,650 down the road to
Dalgonally.

A new stallion has been purchased for
Gregory. He has good cow horse
background mainly by Little Peppy
Doe. We are keen to get him home and
get some benefit from our purchase.
By the time this goes to print we will
be thinking holidays and wishing the
cold weather we have been cursing
was back. Maybe we will get a better
wet this year.

The Ka/meta crew - From left: Ed Binney, Ben Murphy, David Gersekowsk:i, Robbie Wh ite, Bernie Doyle and
Belinda Brooksby.
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After doing battle with the new wage
procedure and the new return forms this
month, it' s now time to get the newsletter
article in.
Most of the crew have had a great time at
all the local campdrafts and rodeos, some
have been lucky enough to win hearts
instead of blue ribbons. Ben Fahey was an
entrant in this year' s Man of Martin' s
Waterhole Iron Man Competition, held at
the Saxby Roundup over a period of three
days. He entertained the audience with his
prowess at whip cracking, swimming the
waterhole, cooking a bush feast, telling a
bush yam and the grand finale was in the
"wooing the bride" section, which he scored
well with his class act and original lines he
recited to the would-be bride. He finally
carried her off to his beat up ute which, I
might add, had to be push started to make
its exit.
Morris Koop, a Dutchman, cooked up some
French cuisine for the stockcamp for two
months and his eagerness and cheerful
manner were a pleasure to have around. As
he copped the usual ribbing from the boys,
he pondered on cooking up a French feast
of frogs' legs out of the stockcamp septic
to shut the critics up!!

and everyone got a lot out of the two days '
discussions . The guest speakers
enlightened us with a wealth ofinformation
on their topics. Cattlecare brought about
plenty of heated debate. On a lighter note,
the evenings were enjoyed by all.

Dean Driscoll accepting his prize at the Cloncurry
Stockman 's challenge from Allan Ticehurst of
Cubaroo Station, a Clonagh neighbour.

Once again this year, Ken May's school
was a success with all the participants
getting a lot from the school.
The grader driver, Geoff Dodd, had good
intentions of chasing a bull out of the
turkey nest enclosure recently, however
the bull had the last laugh as he put Geoff
into the middle of the turkey nest with the
bull guarding him from the bank. Needless
to say, he departed the enclosure in the end.
Our recreation area is now finished and has
been christened "The Bushman's Crawl".
It is a very popular spot each afternoon and
on weekends. The pool
competition is highly
contested by all the pool
sharps.

Sarah Nolan- Granny's pride and joy on her 1st
Birthday

The stockcamp was relieved
to be finished first round
mustering as it was a much
harder round than usual with
the extra calves to be
branded due to the
mating
controlled
programme. A good effort
by all in the stockcamp.
The Regional Meeting held
here in July was successful
Sam Burke "Bucking Out " at Saxby.

The season and the year are fast drawing
to a close, and as always seems to be case,
has flashed by at a rate of knots that leaves
us wondering where the months have gone.
We have had a turnover of staff this year
with the resignation of Gary Bulbeck who
is running riot around the Ravenswood
area and appears to have settled into his
new lifestyle. Congratulations to Dean
and Kate on their promotion as Assistant
Managers at Clonagh and their baby news.
Their places have been filled by Mick and
Kathy Tasker and family, Mick being our
new Assistant Manager, and Dallas
Schwerin (Crocodile) as our new
Headstockman. Bernadette and Henry are
also to be congratulated on their news of a
pending new arrival.
Staff training has been a priority over the
last three months, with Ken May holding
a colt starting course for jackaroos and
stockmen. Following that, a regional
managers' meeting was held at Wondoola
with the main emphasis on Cattlecare and
Landcare. This was very successful with
quite a few initiatives commenced. In
a
held
Canobie
September,
Headstockman' s Ag. Vet. Chemical
Accreditation Course in conjunction with
the DPI to fully explain and certify our
Headstockmen in the use of chemicals.
David and Kate Petersen hosted a very
successful Bull Selection Day at Kalmeta
which was well supported by both
company and private individuals. Our
thanks to Don Nicol on his involvement
with this course.
The men have had the opportunity to
attend a few campdrafts this year and
Dean Driscoll was very successful in the
Stockman's Challenge placing 9th out of
over 70 competitors. The second round is
in full swing with everyone very busy
trying to complete it before the heat really
starts. The Charolais bulls in the cross
breeding herds are feeling the heat already
and can usually be found standing in
waterholes very reluctant to be moved.
The first year of recording the indicator
herd will be completed once the next preg
test and weighing is finished. A large
number of cattle have been moved in the
last four months so we have had to have
two drovers working to keep them flowing.
The following verse, written by our
resident poet Paul Condon, won first prize
at the Cloncurry Poets ' Festival in June in
the Junior Section.

HOW STUART FROM VICTORIA SCRUFFED THE CALF
Well it's another long day in the yards
The brands are nearly hot
And I look to count the calves we have
By-jees there is a lot.
So I send the first calf up the race
Croc's ready on the cradle
And Lyle's on the swinging gate
To hold that back leg stable.
Ashley's on the homers
Stuart's got the brand and tags
And Turtle's waiting with a knife
To cut stones from their bags.
Well the little bull, he hesitates
But the prodder gets him going
Like a bullet up the race
Not looking to be slowing.
He hits the cradle like lighting
And Croc gives out a shout
"Quick Stuart, grab 'im by the neck"
Too late, the bugger's out.
But our fearless hero Stuart
Is already in full flight
For he knows he's got to catch that calf
Or keep it in his sight.
He disappears in a cloud of dust
So thick we can't see through it
And amid the bangs and squeals and cries
Somewhere is our man Stuart.
Out comes the calf still going flat
And what a sight to see
For Stuart's dangling off his neck
Just dragging helplessly.
Well it might have been a bit of luck
But he got it to the ground
And I still remember his smiling face
As we all gathered 'round.
Now I've seen some grab 'em by the ears
And twist 'em till they're down
And I've seen some take them by the tail
Then pull them to the ground.
But I've never seen it done as hard
Or ever quite as rough
And I'll never forget the day
The Victorian showed us how to scruff.
By Paul Condon
Canobie. '96

